
A RESEARCH PAPER ON CATTLE RANCHING

The purpose of this article is to review the concepts and discussion associated with 15+ million members; + million
publications; k+ research projects tainable intensiï¬•cation in cattle ranching, and analyzing.

Finally, the economic consequences include a higher likelihood of low labor standards as well as depressed
prices due to lack of market access. By focusing on Mato Grossoâ€”a Brazilian state the size of France and
Germany put together and a cattle ranching powerhouse that spans the Amazon and Cerrado biomesâ€”we
developed a new method to map the slaughter industry across space and time. The results show that 72 plants
operated in through 52 holding companies. Our study is the first to include longitudinal information and both
inspected for food quality and uninspected slaughterhouses. Fig 1 provides a schematic view of the data
sources used and the sequence of steps applied. Poor sanitation at slaughter can also send a signal to livestock
producers that animals without appropriate vaccination and health care are acceptable. US trade in live cattle
takes place primarily with Canada and Mexico. This has come with increased cattle densities, as we show in
the Results section. Live cattle imports account for Knowledge of the local level infrastructure is also weak,
with a gap in the understanding of the volume of slaughter in facilities with different types of food safety
inspection. After this introduction, we provide background information on the industry and the limitations of
the existing data. Here, we provide a novel method to map slaughterhouse expansion and contraction. The
process was divided into five steps that we describe below: compiling a core dataset with key company
identifiers, such as names and addresses; populating the dataset with attributes from multiple sources,
especially opening and closing dates of a CNPJ ; grouping registered companies by physical plant and
geocoding the addresses; documenting and inferring ownership changes and dates for the larger holding
groups; and validating the data through comparisons with other sources of information. Uninspected slaughter
is thus a general concept that is more easily quantifiable as it can take place with a formal business
registration. Accordingly, the infrastructure necessary to slaughter animals remains a constraint for the
expansion of human settlements. Small operators can compete successfully by producing special grades of
beef cattle and by controlling costs carefully. Slaughterhouses in Brazil are classified according to their
sanitation inspection status: federal, state, municipality-level inspection, and uninspected. The method
developed here can be replicated for the whole country, which would increase our understanding of the
dynamics of cattle slaughter and their impact on land use. Each plant has a single holding company at each
point in time, but multiple plants can be owned by a holding. We also present the data validation results.
Health implications for humans include the direct contamination by bacteria such as Salmonella and
Escherichia Coli, Brucellosis a contagious zoonosis , Taeniasis infection with Taeinia tapeworms , and
Toxoplamosisâ€”all of which can lead to deathâ€”but also the increased chance of environment-related
contaminations due to the improper management of waste products. Only recently have comprehensive maps
of the larger slaughterhouses become available [ 23 â€” 24 ], but they provide only a contemporary snapshot
of the larger plants. It has been leading the modernization of Brazilian agriculture and cattle ranching for over
a decade, especially in large-scale commercial agriculture [ 41 â€” 43 ]. To generate a map of all
slaughterhouses in Mato Grosso, we triangulated across multiple data sources including a registry of
companies, government records of cattle transactions and of the sanitation inspection system, data
compilations by a think-tank and a research lab, open-access high-resolution satellite imagery, and others S1
Table. View Full Sample Add To Cart Excerpt from Cattle Ranching Industry Profile Companies in this
industry are ranches and farms that raise cattle, including those intended for dairy herd replacements, and
feedlots that fatten cattle in preparation for slaughter. Here, we explore a case where the careful triangulation
of public information sources along with the use of open-access high-resolution satellite imagery greatly
improved our ability to map supply chains.


